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Aidan Errolson, recently returned home to Corenwald, learns of a new party of Aidanites who

believe he is the destined king to overthrow the tyrant King Darrow.
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In book three of the Wilderking Trilogy, Aidan returns home from three years in Feechiefen Swamp

to discover that a party known as the Aidanites has arisen among his fellow Corenwalders. They

believe the "Wilderking Chant" makes reference to Aidan, and that he is destined to overthrow

Corenwald's tyrant King Darrow.  Aidan has no intention of leading any such rebellion. But when

thekingdom continues to weaken, and the enemy Pyrthens threaten to invade, it's clear the

Aidanites are the only army his people have left. What soon transpires among civilizers, feechiefolk,

Corenwalders, and Pyrthens alike, no reader could predict.

Jonathan Rogers holds a Ph.D. in seventeenth-century British literature from Vanderbilt University

where he also taught English for five years. He lives with his wife and their six children in Nashville,

Tennessee. --This text refers to an out of print or unavailable edition of this title.



Thanks!

My sister gave me the first book in this series when my son was just a baby. He's seven now and

reading this series has become our special "bed-time story" ritual.This is the third book of the trilogy,

and I was as excited as my son when it arrived. These books loosely follow the plot of the young

David of the Bible. The author unashamedly reveres the One God. The boys in the book act and

react like real boys, whether they are wrestling in the mud, or climbing trees, or running from the

guards.The final book of the trilogy wraps up the stories of the main characters very nicely and gives

hints towards how their lives will play out in the future."The Wilderking" trilogy is a welcome addition

to our home library and will take its place on the shelf next to the Chronicles of Narnia.

This is one out of three in this trilogy. We bought it on our kindle for our 3 sons to read and they love

them all! Together they are worth 24 AR (Accelerated Reader) points which is a bonus if your child's

school offers that program. They also are good, clean reads with a great theme if you are looking for

wholesome books for your children (mine are ages 9-13 and all equally enjoyed them). I am a

teacher and have recommended them to my third graders and they have all loved the books too! I

would definitely recommend them!

My daughter and I read these books and thoroughly loved them. There is nothing objectionable in

them ... Just a fun story, loosely based on the Biblical story of David. My 11 year old daughter loved

Dobro especially and dreams of being a feechie, except for the mealworms!!!!

Our 8 year old daughter loves these stories! She is sad that it ended. She loved the feechies and

intermittent humour of the storyline. As a father, I appreciated the character development and

overall direction. If your child likes adventure-like series, this is great bedtime reading.

My 8 year old love it. I read it to him a few chapters at a time. Took about a week. Good wholesome

fun with a little adventure.

My 10 year old son loved them. He read them all. He didn't ever want to stop reading when I told

him time to be done and get to bed!

Every night I read to my three oldest children and wife and everyone looks forward to the occasion.



Reading the Wilderking series was a fun and light hearted time. While we have read more exciting

books this was one of the more enjoyable ones due to Dobro and his people. The author did a good

job adding some twists to the story as well since it is modeled after the life of King David. All in all a

fun read and one where we will use the word "feechie" in our family for years to come.
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